We demonstrate that the differential conductance, dI/dV , measured via spectroscopic imaging scanning tunneling microscopy in the doped iron chalcogenide FeSe0.45Te0.55, possesses a series of characteristic features that allow one to extract the orbital structure of the superconducting gaps. This yields nearly isotropic superconducting gaps on the two hole-like Fermi surfaces, and a strongly anisotropic gap on the electron-like Fermi surface. Moreover, we show that the pinning of nematic fluctuations by defects can give rise to a dumbbell-like spatial structure of the induced impurity bound states, and explains the related C2-symmetry in the Fourier transformed differential conductance.
Identifying the electronic structure of the iron-based superconductors has remained one of the most important open challenges in determining the underlying superconducting pairing mechanism. There exists strong evidence for a s ± -wave symmetry of the superconducting order parameter [1, 2] , arising from the pairing between electronlike and hole-like Fermi surface pockets that is mediated by magnetic fluctuations [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, the existence of nematicity in the iron chalcogenide superconductor FeSe [7] , and the observation of high temperature superconductivity in iron chalcogenides without hole pockets [8] [9] [10] , has recently cast doubt on such a simple picture, giving rise to the proposal of orbital selective superconducting pairing [11] [12] [13] [14] . Moreover, recent scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments [15] have reported that even outside the nematic phase in doped FeSe 0. 4 Te 0.6 , the electronic C 4 -symmetry is broken, leading to an approximate C 2 -symmetry in the Fourier transformed differential conductance. Whether such a symmetry breaking arises from the pinning of dynamic nematic fluctuations, or from orbital selective Mottness, is presently unclear.
In this Letter, we provide insight into these open questions by analysing the results of spectroscopic imaging scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments in the doped iron chalcogenide FeSe 0.45 Te 0.55 . In particular, we demonstrate that the differential conductance, dI/dV , possesses a series of characteristic features that allows us to extract not only the orbital structure of the superconducting order parameter, but also its momentum dependence along the three Fermi surface sheets, yielding two nearly isotropic superconducting gaps for the hole-like Fermi surfaces, and a highly anisotropic gap for the electron-like Fermi surface. Moreover, we show that the pinning of nematic fluctuations gives rise to the experimentally observed dumbbell-like spatial structure of the induced impurity states, and leads to the nearly C 2 -symmetric Fourier transformed differential conductance observed experimentally [15] .
Starting point for the analysis of the differential conductance, dI/dV , measured in the superconducting state of FeSe 0.45 Te 0.55 , is a five-orbital, tight-binding Hamiltonian H = H 0 + H SC [6] which in real space is given by Here α, β = 1, ..., 5 are the orbital indices corresponding to the d xz -, d yz -, d x 2 −y 2 -, d xy -, and d 3z 2 −r 2 -orbitals, respectively, −t αβ r,r represents the electronic hopping amplitude between orbital α at site r and orbital β at site r , and c † r,α,σ (c r,α,σ ) creates (annihilates) an electron with spin σ at site r in orbital α. To obtain a superconducting order parameter with s ± -wave symmetry [2, 4] , we take H SC to describe superconducting intra-orbital pairing between next-nearest neighbor Fe sites (in the 1 Fe unit cell), with I α r,r being the pairing interaction. Using a mean-field decoupling of H SC , we obtain
We extract the hopping amplitudes by fitting the mo- [16] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) [their values are given in Tables I and II of Fig. 2(a) . In particular, the dI/dV lineshape possesses a (2) and (3) are the smeared-out coherence peaks associated with the superconducting gaps on Fermi surfaces (2) and (3). (3) and (3') are features associated with the maximum and minimum superconducting gaps, |∆3| max and |∆3| min , respectively, on Fermi surface 3.
set of easily identifiable coherence peaks [denoted by arrows 1 in Fig. 2(a) ], located at E = ±2.0 meV, and two sets of shoulder-like features [denoted by arrows 2 and 3 in Fig. 2(a) ], at energies E = ±1.8 meV and E = ±1.2 meV, respectively. To understand the origin of these features, we plot the theoretically computed and orbitally resolved local density of states (LDOS) N α (r, E) (see SM Sec. I) of the d xz -orbital (N xz ) and d yz -orbital (N yz ) in Fig. 2(b) , and of the d xy -orbital (N xy ) in Fig. 2(c) . A plot of the total LDOS, N tot , i.e., the sum over all orbital contributions, shown in Fig.2(d , it is impossible to resolve its signature in N xz and N yz from that of ∆ The above results shed some light on the ongoing controversy regarding the size and anisotropy of the superconducting gaps reported by angle-resolved photoemission experiments on Fe 1.03 Te 0.7 Se 0.3 [17] , FeTe 0.6 Se 0.4 [18] and FeTe 0.55 Se 0.45 [19] . These experiments have reported not only significantly different values of the maximum superconducting gaps, varying between 2 meV [18] and 4 meV [17, 19] (with the latter being inconsistent with our results), but also disagree on whether the gaps are isotropic [17, 19] or highly anisotropic [18] . In particular, the report of an isotropic superconducting gap on the electron-like Fermi surface 3 is not only inconsistent with our findings, but also with those of angle-resolved specific heat measurements [20] . The latter also reported a gap minimum on FS 3 along the Γ − M direction, in agreement with our findings.
Further important insight into the electronic structure of FeSe 0.45 Te 0.55 can be gained by considering the experimentally measured dI/dV near defects, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Due to the unconventional symmetry of the superconducting order parameter, magnetic as well as nonmagnetic defects lead to the emergence of impurity states inside the superconducting gap [21] . These impurity states possess a dumbbell-like spatial structure [Fig. 3(c) and (d)], which breaks the electronic C 4 -symmetry of the system, and show little difference between the particle-(E < 0) and hole-like (E > 0) branches of the defect state. The proximity to the nematic phase suggests that this dumbbell-like structure might arise from the pinning of dynamic nematic fluctuations by the defects, similar to the pinning of dynamic charge-or spin-density wave fluctuations [22] . This pinning effectively increases the spatial extent of a defect's scattering potential along the x-or y-axis. Alternatively, the observed broken C 4 -symmetry of the defect states could reflect the presence of orbital selective Mottness [11] [12] [13] [14] .
FIG. 3. (a)
Experimental dI/dV (r, E) and (b) theoretical Ntot(r, E) at r = (1, 1) with the defect located at R = (0, 0). Experimental dI/dV (r, E) at the (c) particle-like, and (d) hole-like branch of the impurity bound state. Experimental dI/dV (r, E) was recorded at 280 mK using a modulation of 100 µV, setup bias of -20 mV, and tunneling current of 500 pA. Theoretical Nxz(r, E) at the bound state energies: (e)
Here, we consider the former possibility, and investigate the combined effects of defects and pinned nematic fluctuations on the electronic structure of FeSe 0.45 Te 0.55 by employing the Hamiltonian
where the first term describes a non-magnetic defect located at R = (0, 0) that leads to electronic on-site, intra-orbital scattering only, the second term describes the defect-induced pinning of nematic fluctuations represented by the field Φ(R), and the last term represents the interaction between the nematic fluctuations and the conduction electrons with interaction strength g. The pinning of nematic fluctuations induces additional scattering potentials for the conduction electrons, described by U r = g Φ(r) = −gU p χ n (r − R, ω = 0), where χ n is the susceptibility of the nematic fluctuations. In general, the pinning of the nematic fluctuations could also affect electronic hopping elements, which will not be considered here. The spatial extent and strengths of these pinning induced scattering potentials is in general determined by the correlation lengths of the nematic fluctuations, as reflected in χ n . While the calculation of the latter is beyond the scope of this article, we make use of the fact that it is highly directional [23] [24] [25] [26] . We therefore model the pinning of nematic fluctuations as leading to scattering potentials U 1 = g Φ (R ±x) and U 2 = g Φ (R ± 2x) along the x-axis only. For concreteness, we use U 0 = 100 meV, U 1 = 75 meV, and U 2 = 50 meV for the defects considered below. The resulting N tot (see SM Sec. I) near the defect site, shown in Fig. 3(b) , reveals as expected impurity states inside the superconducting gap located at E b = ±0.35 meV denoted by arrows 1. In addition, N tot shows a strong enhancement close to the edge of the superconducting gap [denoted by arrows 2]. Both of these features are in agreement with those observed experimentally [see corresponding arrows in Fig. 3(a) ]. A comparison of the spatially and orbitally resolved LDOS (see Fig.S2 in SM Sec. III) shows that the d xz -orbital possesses the largest LDOS at E b (for our choice of x-and y-axes and direction of nematic fluctuations). It is therefore likely that the largest contribution to the experimentally measured dI/dV at the bound state energies arises from tunneling into the d xz -orbitals. We therefore present in Figs. 3(e) and (f) the spatially resolved N xz for the particle-(E = −0.35 meV) and hole-like (E = +0.35 meV) branches of the defect state. Due to the pinning of the nematic fluctuations, the bound state extends primarily along the x-axis, and possesses a dumbbell-like shape, similar to the one observed experimentally in Figs. 3(c) and (d) . Note that the general spatial structure of the bound state changes only slightly between the particle-and hole-like branches, in agreement with the experimental observation, and in contrast to the characteristic 45
• rotation observed in the cuprate [27] and heavy fermion superconductors [28, 29] . The reason for this striking difference lies in the orbital structure of FeSe 0.45 Te 0.55 : as the main contribution to the defect state resides in the d xz -orbital, the orbital's spatial structure restricts the bound state to predominantly lie along the x-axis, and thus does not allow for a rotation of the spatial bound state pattern. Note that for a tetragonal system, nematic fluctuations both along the xand y-axes are allowed, and the orientation of the dumbbells will therefore vary between the domain of nematic fluctuations they reside in.
Recent STM experiments [15] reported a breaking of the electronic C 4 -symmetry, and an approximate C 2 -symmetry of the Fourier transformed differential conductance, g(q, E), outside the nematic phase in doped FeSe 0.4 Te 0.6 . To investigate the origin of this broken C 4 -symmetry, we consider a system containing 1% of defects that pin nematic fluctuations and give rise to the same scattering potentials as the defect in Fig. 3(b) [the defects are indicated by red dots in Fig. 4 (a) and (b)]. We assume that the correlation length associated with the pinned nematic fluctuations is larger than the inter-defect distance, such that all pinned fluctuations are aligned in the same direction. In Figs. 4(a) and (b), we plot the resulting N xz (r, E) and N tot (r, E), respectively, outside the superconducting gap at E = −2.5 meV. The zoom-in in the upper left corner of the area denoted by a red square reveals an approximate C 2 -symmetry around the defects. Moreover, the defects give rise to strong spatial oscillations in N xz (r, E), possessing a wave-length of λ ≈ 2a 0 . By Fourier-transforming N xz (r, E) and N tot (r, E), we obtain g xz (q, E) and g tot (q, E) shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d) respectively. As expected, they possess an approximate C 2 -symmetry, and exhibit a structure that is very similar to the one observed experimentally in g(q, E) by Singh et al. [15] (see SI Sec. IV). We thus conclude that even outside the nematic phase, the pinning of strong nematic fluctuations can break the electronic C 4 -symmetry of the system. The theoretical g xz (q, E) also provide insight into the origin of the strong spatial oscillations in the LDOS. The large intensity in g xz (q, E) at small wave-vectors around (0, 0) arises from scattering within the three Fermi surfaces, whereas the large intensity around (0, ±π) [see Fig. 4(c) ] arises from scattering between the electron-like Fermi surface sheets closed around (0, ±π) and the two hole-like Fermi surfaces closed around (0, 0) [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Thus the λ ≈ 2a 0 oscillations in the LDOS are a direct signature of the interband scattering induced by defects.
In conclusion, we have shown that the differential conductance, dI/dV , measured in the doped iron chalcogenide FeSe 0.45 Te 0.55 provides important insight into the structure of the superconducting order parameter on three Fermi surface sheets. We extracted the magnitude and orbital content of the superconducting gaps using characteristic features in the dI/dV lineshape. This allowed us to obtain nearly isotropic superconducting gaps on the two hole-like Fermi surfaces, and strongly anisotropic gap on the electron-like Fermi surface. Moreover, we demonstrated that the correlated pinning of nematic fluctuations by defects can explain not only the dumbbell-like shape of the induced impurity states, but also the broken C 4 -symmetry of the observed g(q, E) for energies outside the superconducting gap. Further insight into the role played by orbital-selective Mottness into determining the system's electronic structure, and response to impurities, could be provided by future experiments utilizing the yet unexplored dispersive features in the quasi-particle interference.
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where α,β are the orbital indices as described above. Here, ε αβ k with α = β (α = β) describe the parts of the dispersions that arise from inter-orbital (intra-orbital) hopping, with c † k,α,σ (c k,β,σ ) creating (annihilating) an electron in orbital α with momentum k and spin σ. All orbitals and hopping elements are defined in the 1Fe Brillouin zone. In what follows, we employ the following form of ε αβ k 1 
The hopping elements were extracted from a fit of the theoretical dispersion arising from the Hamiltonian of Eq.(S1) to the electronic dispersion measured in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments 2 , as shown in Fig. 1(a) of the main text. They are given by (all hopping elements are given in units of meV): The onsite energies 
Moreover, the superconducting pairing is described by the mean-field Hamiltonian
where the first sum only runs over next-nearest neighbor Fe sites in the 1 Fe unit cell, giving rise to a superconducting order parameter with s ± -symmetry. In addition, we consider the scattering off non-magnetic defects described by
where the sum runs over all defect sites R. The total Hamiltonian in real space in the superconducting state is then given by H = H 0 + H M F SC + H scat .
To compute the orbitally, spatially, and energy-resolved local density of state, it is necessary to compute the associated Green's functions in real space. To this end, we employ the Nambu formalism, and first define a fiveorbital spinor
where the index j represents the j th site in the system, the second index 1, ..., 5 represents the orbital, and the last index represents the spin. Using this spinor, we can write the total Hamiltonian
withĤ being the Hamiltonian matrix in real, orbital, and spin space. The Green's function matrix in Nambu and Matsubara space is then defined viâ
and the retarded Green's function is then given bŷ
whereÎ is the identity matrix, and δ = 0 + . The local density of states at site r and orbital α is then obtained via
where G r αα (r, r, E) is the element ofĜ r (E) that represents the local in orbital and real space Green's function for orbital α and site r. The total density of states is then given by N tot (r, E) = 5 α=1 N α (r, E).
Finally, we denote by g α (q, E) the Fourier transform into momentum space of the density of states N α (r, E) of orbital α. Correspondingly, g tot (q, E) is the Fourier transform of N tot (r, E).
II. ORBITAL CONTENT OF STATES ON THE FERMI SURFACE
By fitting the bandstructure of the five-orbital, tight-binding Hamiltonian 1 in Eq.(1) of the main text to the momentum resolved bandstructure in the normal state of FeSe 0.42 Te 0.58 measured in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments 2 , we obtain the orbital composition of the electronic states on the three Fermi surface sheets [see Fig. S1(a) ], as shown in Fig. S1(b) . In particular, we find that states on FS 1 and 2 possess 
III. ORBITAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO IMPURITY BOUND STATES
In Fig.3 of the main text, we showed that a non-magnetic defect, pinning nematic fluctuations, leads to the emergence of an impurity bound state at energies E b = ±0.35 meV inside the superconducting gap. In Fig. S2 we present the orbitally and spatially resolved LDOS at the energy of the impurity state's hole-branch, E = +0. that the main contribution to the total LDOS, N tot , arises from the d xz -orbital. It is therefore likely that the largest contribution to the experimentally measured dI/dV arises from tunneling into the d xz -orbitals (for our choice of xand y-axes) and the directionality of the nematic fluctuations. 
